Automated Lead Distribution, Tracking & Management Software Solution
LeadPro24|7 is an affordable, web-based, lead tracking and
management solution designed for small and medium sized
businesses.
Our software automatically captures and distributes your leads,
allowing you to increase productivity, maximize your marketing
investments and greatly increase your lead to sales conversion
rates.
Easy to use and simple to understand. Yet detailed enough to
be configured for any business. Provides extensive real-time
reporting to help you fully leverage your investment.

(screenshot of LeadPro 24|7’s dashboard)

Fully Integrated Web based Software
LeadPro 24|7 combines a Lead Management solution with Drip Email Marketing and online Survey
functionality, which allows you to avoid using multiple vendors, redundant systems and data assimilation pain.
Used together, this serves as a robust platform that not only captures, distributes and tracks your sales leads
but allows you to follow up on every lead, nurture lead through your sales process with email and solicit / receive feedback from prospect and clients to streamline your marketing messages.

How it all Works...
LeadPro24|7 captures the leads from all your marketing
sources (websites, email, manual entry, lead providers and/or
lead generation systems), scrubs and validates the data then
immediately routes to your sales team based upon your
assignment rules.
The system includes extensive Real Time Lead Alerts that
transmits your lead via email, mobile devices, fax and/or text
messaging (SMS) helping to ensure that no lead is missed!
Once that lead is in your agents hands they have the ability to status the lead, document their activity,
maintain client notes and set task lists for future action. They can continue to cultivate the lead through
automated emails and solicit feedback at anytime through satisfaction surveys.
LeadPro 24|7’s robust reporting tool provides you with a real-time snapshot of your pipeline enabling you to
drill down to the smallest of details, allowing you to be more efficient with your time and marketing spend.
Generate reports directly in the system or easily download your data to create your own.

Try it for Yourself!

VISIT US AT LEADPRO247.COM

Find the Solution
That is Right for You!

3250 West Big Beaver Road, Ste. 429, Troy, MI 48084, 1-877-9-LEADPRO (1-877-953-2377) www.LeadPro247.com

Lead Distribution, Tracking & Management
Capture Sales Leads from
Multiple Sources

Custom Configured to Suit
your Business

Real Time Distribution of
Leads to Inside / Field agents

Personalized Service and
Technical Support

Automated Responses and
Drip Email Marketing

Web Based - Nothing to
Install, Access Anywhere

Follow Leads through the
Entire Sales Process

Lead Information is Stored in
Secured Data Center

Survey Prospects/Customers
and Track Conversations

No Deposit, No Set-Up Fees,
No Lengthy Contract

Some of our Clients

What They are Saying...
LeadPro 24|7 has delivered on all its promises. Most
important to us has been how completely dependable
the system is and the support team maintaining stability
and lightning fast reactions to any problems or changes
in the market place.
Vince Wingerter
4LegalLeads.com
While using LeadPro 24|7 we have seen our customer
base grow to the next level. Great features, streamlined
partnership.
Jeff Nelson
Sales Achievers / Agent Magnet
The LeadPro 24|7 software is very powerful for not only
lead distribution, but also analytics and marketing. We
keep finding new ways to utilize its abilities to leverage
more and more of customer experience. LeadPro truly
was a one stop shop for our lead management needs.
Aleshia Bonilla
WTA Real Estate

30 DAY FREE TRIAL

NO DEPOSIT REQUIRED
NO OBLIGATION TO BUY

TRY IT!

